
For her third solo exhibition at Murray Guy, Patricia Esquivias presents 111-119
Generalísimo/Castellana, a video and installation that navigates through a series of tenuous
coincidences surrounding a block of five buildings erected in Madrid in the late 1950ʼs on what was
Avenida del Generalísimo (after Franco) and was later renamed Paseo de la Castellana. 

The exhibition is shaped by a continually expanding narrative of interconnections made by the
artist, linking biographical elements and memories to inventions and archive material. Originally
ceramic murals, visible from street level, were created for each of the balconies in the buildings.
Each mural depicted a different European city in order “to help spread the mood that Spain was a
more open and international country” during the closed and repressive regime of Francisco Franco.
In 111-119 Generalísimo/Castellana, Esquivias 

Over time many of the murals were either removed or the balcony was enclosed. Central to the story
is Esquivias herself. Through 

performative and processual narration she investigates the circumstances of the buildingsʼ
architect,Artíñano, his relationship to the muralists, and the mythologies that have been handed
down from generation to generation. 

In the video Esquivias sings the chorus of two popular songs that are about the, which is illustrated
on a recently discarded mural that she salvaged. She also collected mosaics from one apartment and
worked with jeweler Marc Monz The jewelry is on display in the gallery along with various
materials seen in the video including: contemporary photographs of the remaining murals, the
Artíñano family tree, additional photographs of some of the individuals implicated within the
narrative, and comprehensive texts written by Esquivias about each of these elements. 

Esquiviasʼ tangential investigation ofArtíñano brought upon a complimentary publication, The
World According to Patricia Esquivias was recently published by The Office, Berlin, in
collaboration with Akademie Schloss Solitude, which presents photographs and drawings of
distinctive work by the architect Fernando Garrido. 
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